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Abstract 

The present study is an attempt to make an assessment of Information Literacy Skills among 

students (UG and PG) of Academy of Integrated Christian Studies, Aizawl, Mizoram. 

Information literacy comprises the competencies to recognize information needs and to locate, 

evaluate, apply and create information within cultural and social context. A structured 

questionnaire was designed and randomly distributed to 118 students for data collection, out of 

which 70 (82%) filled questionnaire was received for analysis.  In general it was found that 

students had adequate skills in handling information for their basics needs. Majority of the 

students were aware with the basic background information of library and enable to access 

information through print and electronic forms but improvements are required in handling 

information especially in evaluation of electronic sources. This study urges the inclusion of an 

information literacy program in the course curriculum and more awareness is required among 

students that will make the students more information literate. 
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INTRODUCTION:  

As everyday life becomes increasingly digitized, Internet users faced new challenges as they 

endeavour to solve information problems. Mainly the information explosion has created anxiety 

among information users on how to reduce the information overload and use information in a 

more efficient way to complete the task in minimal period of time. The growth and development 
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of information society and leading to a knowledge society has given rise to information literacy 

as the core of lifelong learning. Information literacy is basically empowering people in all walks 

of life to seek, evaluate, use and create information effectively to achieve their personal, social, 

occupational and educational goals. This is considered as basic human right in a digital world 

and promotes social inclusion of all nations. Lifelong learning enables individuals, communities 

and nations to attain their goals and to take advantage of emerging opportunities in the evolving 

global environment for shared benefit. It assists them and their institutions to meet technological, 

economic and social challenges, to redress disadvantage and to advance the well being of all.  

INFORMATION LITERACY: 

Information Literacy may be defined very simply as "the ability to access, evaluate and use 

information from a variety of sources." Information literacy is a skill, ability, expertise, 

capability and competency of a person that makes him able to find the right information from the 

right source (Mahadev and Prasad, 2016). It basically knows information about information and 

the source of information. Information Literacy is not only a machine for Information 

dispensing; we can claim it as a skilled navigator of a complex landscape. A person equipped 

with all the necessary skills for handling information enable to enrich himself and his 

environment with most sophisticating information needs. 

Information literacy comprises the competencies to recognize information needs and to locate, 

evaluate, apply and create information within cultural and social contexts. It is important to the 

competitive advantage of individuals, enterprises especially small and medium enterprises, 

regions and nations and provides the key to effective access, use and creation of content to 

support economic development, education, health and human services, and all other aspects of 

contemporary societies, and thereby provides the vital foundation for fulfilling the goals of the 

Millennium Declaration and the World Summit on the Information Society. It further extends 

beyond current technologies to encompass learning, critical thinking and interpretative skills 

across professional boundaries and empowers individuals and communities (Chanchinmawia and 

Verma, 2017). Information literacy forms the basis of lifelong learning which is common to all 

disciplines, to all learning environments and to all levels of education. It enables learners to find 

the right information from authentic sources and extend their investigations, become more self-
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directed and assume greater control over their own learning. It has become the responsibility of 

higher educational to make the students as lifelong learners (Kelvin, 2014). Students are 

expected to be well-informed and continuously grow higher in their career ladder as individuals. 

Information literacy plays a vital role in fostering this growth and helps students to become 

independent and lifelong learners. 

 

DEFINITION OF INFORMATION LITERACY: 

According to the American Library Association (1989) -“Information literacy is a set of abilities 

requiring individuals’ to recognize when information is needed and have the ability to locate, 

evaluate, and use effectively the needed information.”  

 

CILIP (2013) defines IL as “Information Literacy knows when and why you need information, 

where to find it, and how to evaluate, use and communicate it in an ethical manner.” 

 

Doyle (1992) defined an information literate person as one who: 

 Recognizes the need for information;  

 Recognizes that accurate and complete information is the basis for  

 Intelligent decision making;  

 Identifies potential sources of information;  

 Develops successful search strategies;  

 Accesses sources of information, including computer-based and other technologies;  

 Evaluates information;  

 Organizes information for practical application;  

 Integrates new information into an existing body of knowledge 

 Uses information in critical thinking and problem solving. 

 

ACADEMY OF INTEGRATED CHRISTIAN STUDIES(AICS): 

The Academy of Integrated Christian Studies (AICS) was established by the Baptist Church of 

Mizoram in the year 2000 under the leadership of Prof. Dr. R.L.Hnuni. It is a residential college 

located near Mizoram University, Aizawl, Mizoram. At present, Prof. Zolawma is the Head of 

the institution, there are 21 teaching and 17 Non-Teaching Staff including library staff. The 

college is affiliated under senate of Serampore College (University), which is located in 
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Serampore in West Bengal, India. Serampore was granted the status of university in 1829, 

making it India's first institution to have the status of a university. 

It is established with a mission to provide a Contextual, Biblical, Holistic and Quality theological 

education to men and women in order to meet the need of the churches in the twenty first century 

in North East India. Its commitment to the development of contextual theological education is to 

study and address issues arising from the context so that theological education may become 

relevant and effective. Its commitment to biblical theological education means loyalty to the 

biblical principle and values. Its commitment to holistic theological education is indicated by the 

name of the college itself that AICS shall co-ordinate various programs to meet the needs of the 

churches in North East India. Its commitment to quality education means striving for maintaining 

the highest quality it could afford in all its programs from its inception. In all its activities, the 

name of the Lord alone shall be praised (https://www.mizobaptist.org/aics).  

The AICS Library Building is situated at the first floor of the Administrative building having two 

separate rooms; books were classified using DDC 23rd Edition. The Library is open from 

10:00am to 4-30pm in all working days. The Library used NIRMAL software for the automation 

of the Library. The Library has 150 registered members, among them 18 Faculty, 10 staff and 

118 students from different stream.  

The collection of Library by January, 2017 included 20600 books, 227 Thesis, which include 10 

Doctoral Thesis, D.Miss., M.Th., M Div, and B.D. Dissertation. 24 Magazine have been 

subscribed including English and Mizo. Library also subscribed 40print journalsand 5 Online 

Journal from Sage Publication 

 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE: 

Mutula et.al (2006) revealed that impartation of information literacy through the online mode 

could improve students' competencies perhaps more than the face‐to‐face instruction approach. 

Furthermore, respondents preferred a blended instruction approach to a single learning mode. 

Emmett and Emde(2007) obtain preliminary evidence over a three‐year period on the efficacy of 

a curriculum designed to foster information literacy skills in graduate students in chemistry 

bibliography course. Zahid andShoeb (2011) concluded that IUB freshman business students 

require more competencies to solve information‐related problems. Sakthi, (2011) attempted to 

bring out a standardized tool to assess information literacy competency. This study was set in the 

https://www.mizobaptist.org/aics
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Indian environment and attempted to assess information literacy competency among the full-time 

research scholars of the University of Madras and its affiliated colleges. It is revealed from the 

study that a great majority of the respondents have high levels of information management 

competency and respondents doing Doctor of Philosophy have a higher mean score of 

information literacy competency compared to the candidates doing Master of Philosophy. 

Vasudevan (2012) revealed that the information literacy capabilities of postgraduate students and 

faculty of university of Kerela are comparatively low and hence they are not in the position to 

utilize the potential of online databases and indices. Also they have to develop corrective 

measures in the form of information literacy training sections to enhance their capabilities. This 

will positively affect the research capabilities and the output in the long run. Singh and Joshi 

(2013) examined various instruction initiatives taken for positive impact upon the ILC of PG 

students and found satisfactory along with significant difference between the first and second 

year students. Results of the paper distinguish between the first and second year students in the 

light of five information literacy (IL) standards along with other considerations. Dubicki, (2013) 

examines the value and importance of faculty place on information literacy (IL), the infusion of 

IL into curricular learning outcomes and an assessment of the competency levels students 

achieve in mastering IL skills. Overall, faculty familiarity with IL concepts was high; faculty are 

overwhelmingly supportive of IL and are incorporating these skills into learning outcomes for 

their courses and there are strong expectations of students’ achieving IL skills by graduation, but 

faculty perceptions are that students fall short of mastering those skills by the end of their 

programmes.Lata and Sharma, (2013).Examine the IL skills of the faculty and students of 

postgraduate institute of medical education and research, Chandigarh and Pt. B.D. Sharma 

university of health science, Rohtak and found that majority of the faculty and students rated 

their skills high in accessing information in print and electronic format and comparison to 

students, the faculty members of both the medical colleges were more familiar with the 

bibliographical tools. Verma and Rajiv (2013) elaborate information literacy in academic 

environment in Indian prospective and highlighted the librarian’s role in IL program in academic 

institutions. Maidul and Rahman, (2014)  examine the information literacy competency (ILC) of 

the arts faculty students at the University of Dhaka, Bangladesh and determine their strengths 

and weaknesses and  it was found that students had limited skills in the area of information 

literacy  and reasons  behind it is not discussed extensively in their academic course curriculum. 
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Murtaza, (2014) examine the level of information literacy skills of faculty members of the 

University of Lahore. The majority of faculty members are deficient in searching catalogue and 

its use, choice of information sources, selection of relevant sources and formulation of search 

strategies. The study helps to organize different information literacy programs in the university 

to promote and to develop the information literacy skills among faculty and to improve the 

teaching quality. Nicholas and Jake, (2015) revealed the dynamic role of associations for the 

library and information profession in a variety of countries world‐wide gives an indication of 

how the profession should use its own national association. Tridib, (2017) revealed that 

information literacy is the only solution for the development of any socio-economically 

disadvantaged community and regular IL program should be organized by the public libraries in 

regular interval. 

 

OBJECTIVES OF STUDY: 

The objective of present study is to: 

 Examine the ability to understand information needs of respondents 

 Know the level of awareness about different sources of information 

 Determine the ability to access and evaluate the information resources 

 Identify the information literacy skills of respondents to retrieve the information  

 Know the opinion of  respondents on Information Literacy  Programme of library 

 

SCOPE OF THE STUDY: 

The study mainly focuses on Information Literacy skills of AICS students to identify, locate, 

search, access, retrieve and using information from both print and electronic sources of 

information to satisfy the information needs. The scope of present study is further limited to both 

UG and PG students of AICS.      

 

METHODOLOGY: 

For collection of data for the study, survey method has been used. A structured questionnaire 

was prepared and distributed all students (118) of AICS to obtain required information with 

regards measure their information literacy competency and total 70 (82%) filled questionnaire 

were received from respondents for data analysis and draw the result of the study 
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DATA ANALYSIS: 

Analysis of respondents 

In AICS there are three types of course in UG and PG level. Table-1A shows the course wise 

distribution of respondents and resolved that among respondents 73% are Bachelor of Divinity, 

17% Master of Divinity and 10% Master of Theology subjects.Table-1B shows the gender wise 

distribution of respondents and resolved that 69% respondents are male and 31% respondents are 

female. Table-1C shows the age wise distribution of respondents and resolved that 37% 

respondents are below than 25 years age, 43% are between 25 - 30 years, 7% respondents are 

between 31-35 years and only 3% are above 36 years age. Thus majority of respondents (80%) 

are young and below than 30 years of age. 

 

 

 

Table-1A: Course wise distribution of respondent 

Course No of Respondents 

 BD (Bachelor of Divinity) 51 (73%) 

M.Div (Master of Divinity) 12 (17%) 

M.Th (Master of Theology) 7 (10%) 

Total 70 (100) 

 

Table-1B: Gender wise distribution of respondents 

Gender BD M.Div M.Th Total 

Female 12(17%) 7(10%) 3(4%) 22 (31%) 

Male 39(56%) 5(7%) 4(6%) 48 (69%) 

 

Table-1C: Age wise distribution of respondents 

Age Group Respondents 

below 25 yrs 26 (37%) 

between 25-30yrs 37(53%) 

between 31-35yrs 5 (7%) 

36 year above 2(3%) 

Total 70( 100) 
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Frequency to visit library 

Library is a centre of knowledge in academic institutions. The frequency of library visit is a 

parameter to measure the awareness and utilization of library resources by respondent. Table-2 

shows the frequency of library visit by respondents and it was resolved that majority of 

respondents (56%) daily visited the library to fulfill their information needs while 30% 

respondents weekly visited the library.10% respondents visited library monthly and 4% 

respondents  visited library occasionally. 

Table-2: Frequency to visit library 

Frequency of Visit Library Respondents 

Daily 39 (56%) 

Weekly 21 (30%) 

Monthly 7(10%) 

Occasionally 3(4%) 

Total 70(100%) 

 

Purpose of library visit 

The library users visited library for different academic needs and it’s vary users to users. Table-3 

shows the purpose of library visit of the respondents and it resolved that 63% respondents visited 

library for issue and return of books and 23% respondent for study and 14% respondents visited 

library to read periodicals. 

Table-3: Purpose of library visit 

Purpose Respondents 

Borrow/return books 44(63%) 

Study 16 (23%) 

Read periodicals 10 (14%) 

Total 70(100%) 

 

Different students required information on different purposes and generally the need of 

information differ from one person to another on the basis of their course, discipline and nature. 

Table-4 shows the purpose of information needs of respondents and  depict that 57% respondents 

required information for their course assignment, follow by 40% project work, 27% Research 

work  and only 13 % and 23% respondents needs information to update  their subject and general 

knowledge respectively. 
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Table-4: Purpose of information need 

(Respondents giving more than one answer) 

Purpose BD M. Div M. Th. Total  

Course Assignment 25 10 5 40 (57%) 

Research  12 7 19 (27%) 

Sermon(lecture) 6 5 2 14 (20%) 

Project work 22 2 4 28 (40%) 

Update subject knowledge 6 2 1 9 (13%) 

General Knowledge 12 2 2 16 (23%) 

 

Preferred document used by respondents 

Library is hub of knowledge where varieties of information sources are available. The present 

survey has also attempted to find out most frequently used information sources by respondents 

among available resources of library. Tble-6 shows the type of information sources mostly used 

by respondents and resolved that majority of respondents (87%) used text books frequently 

followed by reference books (60%). and newspapers (51%). The other information resources 

available in library like Internet were used by 34%, print journal by 32% and e-journals by 34% 

respondents. 

 

Table--6: Preferred document used by respondents 

(Respondents giving more than one answer) 

Information Source BD M.Div M.Th Total 

Text Books 49 7 5 61 (87%) 

Print Journal 5 2 2 22 (32%) 

E-Journal (SAGE) 10 7 7 24(34%) 

Thesis/ Dissertation 7 4 7 18 (26%) 

Reference Book 30 8 4 42(60%) 

News Paper 23 7 6 36(51%) 

Internet  3 3 5 24(34%) 

. 

 

Rating of computer literacy skills 

Computer Literacy skill is one of the most important tools in handling information now a day. 

One must be aware of computer to accomplish hisinformation needs. The Computer Literacy 

skills of AICS students are shown in table- 7 and after analysis it resolved that respondents are 

having high level of computer skills in Open and Save, print document/file, copy/pest and 
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transfer file, whereas average skills in search OPAC, write a research paper using word and 

make a power point presentation.  In overall, majority of respondents have satisfactory computer 

literacy skills. 

Table--7: Computer literacy skills  

Computer Skills Level BD  M.Div M.Th Total 

Open & Save High 51(73%) 12(17%) 7(10%) 70(100%) 

Average     

Low     

Print document 

/file 

High 40(57%) 11(16%) 7(10%) 58(83%) 

Average 11(16%) 1(1%)  12(17%) 

Low     

Copy/ past and file 

transfer 

High 47(67%) 10(14%) 5(7%) 62(89%) 

Average 4(6%) 2(3%) 2(3%) 8(10%) 

Low     

Search in OPAC High 12(17%) 5(7%) 3(4%) 20(29%) 

Average 28(40%) 8(11%) 4(6%) 40(60%) 

Low 9(13%) 1(1%)  10(14%) 

Write a research 

paper using word 

High 2(3%) 3(4%) 2(3%) 7(10%) 

Average 45(64%) 7(10%) 4(6%) 56(80%) 

Low 4(6%) 2(3%) 1(1%) 7(10%) 

Make a Power 

Point Presentation 

(PPT) 

High 11(16%) 2(3%) 2(3%) 15(21%) 

Average 25(36%) 8(11%) 4(6%) 37(53%) 

Low 15(21%) 2(3%) 1(1%) 18(26%) 

 

Rating Internet literacy skills: 

Internet becomes the most powerful tool and medium of information sources a present digital era 

and Internet literacy skill is become one of the most powerful tools to access, evaluate and 

disseminate information now. Table-8 show the respondents’ Internet literacy skills and resolved 

that majority of respondents  having average level of Internet skills in web browsing, write and 

send e-mail, search in the web OPAC and download scholarly article from Internet. Whereas the 

students are having high level skills in copy and download files from Internet. Overall majority 

of respondents have Internet literacy skills. 

 

Table-8: Computer literacy skills 

Internet Skills Level BD  M.Div M.Th Total 

Web browsing High 10(14%) 1(1%) 2(3%) 13(19%) 
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Average 39(56%) 9(13%) 4(6%) 52(74%) 

Low 2(3%) 2(3%) 1(1%) 5(7%) 

Copy/download files from 

Internet 

High 31(44%) 8(11%) 4(6%) 46(66%) 

Average 14(20%) 6(9%) 3(4%) 23%) 

Low 6(9%)   6(9%) 

Write and send e-mail High 20(29%) 4(6%) 2(3%) 26(37%) 

Average 29(41%) 7(10%) 5(7%) 41(%) 

Low 2(3%) 1(%)  3(4%) 

Download scholarly article from 

Internet 

High 15(21%) 6(9%) 2(3%) 23(33%) 

Average 30(43%) 7(10%) 4(6%) 41(59%) 

Low 6(9%) 1(%) 1(1%) 8(11%) 

Search in the Web OPAC High 2(3%) 1(1%) 2(3%) 5(7%) 

Average 26(37%) 4(6%) 2(3%) 32%) 

Low 23(33%) 7(10%) 3(4%) 33(47%) 

 

Means of finding required books from the library: 

As part of knowing about the library skills of respondents, they were asked to indicate different 

ways of finding required document. The responses were presented in Table-9 and after analysis 

fascinating improvement has been found to this question. 73% respondents reported that they are 

using self guided search using subject guides on the shelves, 23% respondents say they are 

dependent on library staff  to find out  books and 11% respondents took the assistance of co-

students while 26% respondents searching the books on directly book shelves.  

 

Table 9: Method of finding a book  

(Respondents giving more than one answer) 

Method of Finding Books BD M. Div M.Th Total 

Self-guided search using subject 

guides 

36(51%) 9(14%) 6(9%) 51(73%) 

Searching the book shelves 

personally 

13(19%) 3(4%) 2(3%) 18(26%) 

With the assistance of Library staff 10(14%) 4(6%) 2(3%) 16 (23%) 

With the assistance from co-Student 3(4%) 2(3%) 3(4%) 8 (11%) 

Others (Specify) 2(3%)   2 (3%) 

To know the current information sources: 

In library many type of information sources are there like book journals, encyclopedia etc.In 

order to find out the level of literacy among respondents to finding the most current information 
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source, the respondents were asked to mention the name of information source which content 

current information and options are listed in table-10. After analysis it resolved majority of 

respondents knowing the current information sources because 80% respondents reported that 

journals are containing current information which is a correct answer while 20% respondents 

mentioned other sources which is wrong answer. 

 

Table-10:  Awareness about current information sources 

Source BD  M.Div M.Th Total  

Books 4(6%) 1(1%)  5 (7%) 

Journals 42(60%) 8(11%) 6(7%) 56 (80%) 

Encyclopaedia 2(3%) 2(3%) 1(1%) 5 (7%)   

Bibliography 3(4%) 1(1%)  4 (6%) 

 

Awareness about shelf arrangement 

The books in the library are arranged in a specific method to accommodate universe of 

knowledge and it is called shelf arrangement in library term. Theaccess of library materials 

becomes very easy if users understand shelf arrangement of library. In order to find out the level 

of awareness of users in this regard, the respondents were asked to identify the system of 

shelving of books in the library and showing in table-11 and after analysis it resolved that 56% 

respondents stated that the books on the shelves are arranged by Call Number which is correct 

answer while 27% respondents stated that it is by author, 6% respondents told that it is by title of 

books and 7% respondents don’t know about shelve arrangement. Thus total 44% respondents 

are not aware correctly about shelve arrangement of library collection and need to improve their 

awareness. 

 

Table 11: Awareness with shelving arrangement  

 

Method BD M.Div M.Th Total 

ISBN number 1(1%) 2(3%)  1 (1%) 

Call number 25(36%) 7(10%) 7(10%) 39 (56%) 

Title 2(3%) 2(3%)  4 (6%) 

Author 18(26%) 1(1%)  19(27%) 

I Don’t Know 5(7%)   5(7%) 
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Users’ skills competency to use information sources:    

 Traditionally the information sources are two categories on the basis of physical nature i.e. print 

and electronic. It is necessary to measure respondent’s skills and competency to use these two 

resources. Table 12 shows the level of skills and after analysis it resolved that 76% respondent 

stated that they have high level of skill competency to handle print resources while 60% 

respondents have high level of skill competency to handle electronic resources. 21% and 34% 

respondents have average skill competency to handle print and electronic resources respectively. 

Only few respondents stated that they have low skill competency in print (3%) and electronic 

resources (6%). 

Table-12: Users’ skills competency to use information sources 

Format Level BD   M.Div M.Th Total 

Print High 38(54%) 10(14%) 5(7%) 53(76%) 

Average 11(16%) 2(3%) 2(3%) 15(21%) 

Low 2(3%)   2(3%) 

Electronic High 30(43%) 8(11%) 4(6%) 42(60%) 

Average 15(21%) 6(9%) 3(4%) 24(34%) 

Low 4(6%)   4(6%) 

 

Users’ satisfaction with information literacy programme of library 

AICS library organized library orientation program every years to make aware library users’ 

about library, its collections and services, shelves arrangement, use of OPAC etc. Table-13 

exhibit the satisfaction level of the respondents with the present IL programme of the library and 

after analysis it resolved that that majority of   respondents (60%) believed that orientation 

programmers offered by the library would enable the users in searching and finding their 

information easy and they satisfied and 30% respondents are highly satisfied whereas, only 6% 

respondents are neutral and 4% respondents areunsatisfied with the library orientation 

programme. 

Table 13:  Users’ satisfaction with information literacy programme 

Satisfaction 

Level 

BD M.Div M.Th Total 

Very Satisfied 15(21%) 4(6%) 2(3%) 21 (30%) 

Satisfied 31(44%) 6(9%) 5(7%) 42 (60%) 
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Neutral 2(3%) 2(3%)  4(6%) 

Dissatisfied 3(4%)   3(4%) 

 

Areas need to improve in library orientation: 

As stated above that every year library is organizing library orientation program to develop the 

skill and competency. It was tried to know the users opinions about areas of library orientation 

need to improve for enhancement of their search capability and presented in Table-14. After 

analysis it resolved that 53% respondents feel that instruction/training of use of e resources needs 

to improve followed by search strategy (41%) and OPAC (21%).  Majority of respondents 

having good computer literacy even then 20% respondents feel that use of computers should be 

part of library orientation and 14% respondents feel that there should be proper orientation about 

use of print resources of library and its need to improve in future library orientation.  

 

 

Table 14: In which of the following areas you need instruction or training? 

(Respondents giving more than one answer) 

Method BD M.Div M.Th Total 

Use of printed 

resources 

6(9%) 2(3) 2(3%) 10 (14%) 

Use of e-resources   28(40%) 5(7%) 4(6%) 37 (53%) 

Use of Computers 

  

8(11%) 2(3%) 4(6%) 14 (20%) 

Search strategies  20(29%) 6(9%) 3(4%) 29(41%) 

OPAC   11(16%) 3(4%) 1(1%) 15(21%) 

 

 

MAJOR FINDINGS: 

1. Among the respondents, 73% are UG course and 17 % are PG course and majority of 

them (69%) are male. About 90% respondents are young and below the age of 30 years. 

2. Library users are familiar with library and 53% respondents are regular users of library 

and visited library daily. Among rest respondents, 30% visited library weekly, 10% 

monthly and 4% occasionally when they feel some need. 

3. Respondents are visited library mainly for borrow the books (63%), reading the books 

(23%) and periodicals (14%) respectively.  They search information mainly for course 

assignment (57%), project work (40%), research work (27%) and for lectures (20%).   

4. Majority of the students (87%) are using text books as preferred information source, 

followed by reference books (60%), newspapers (51%) and print journal (32%).  The 
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other frequently used sources are Internet and e-journals (34%) while 32% respondents 

are using print journals as preferred source of information.  

5. Majority of respondents are having high level of computer skills in Open and Save, print 

document/file, copy/pest and transfer file, whereas average skills in search OPAC, write a 

research paper using word and make a power point presentation. 

6. Majority of respondents having average level of Internet skills in web browsing, write 

and send e-mail, search and download scholarly article from Internet. Over all 

respondents are Internet literates. 

7. Majority of respondents are library literate and 73% respondent know the method to find 

a book, 80% respondents know the current source of information, 56% respondent know 

the shelves arrangement of library books.  

8.  Majority of respondents having skills and competency to handle print (76%) and 

electronic sources (60%) of information. 

9.  About 90% respondents are satisfied with library orientation  program  and they feel that 

it is very useful to enhance their library literary  but many of them feel that some sectors 

like use of computers, search strategy, use of OPAC, how to use print resource need to 

improve in future library orientation program. 

 

 

CONCLUSION: 

Information Literacy is a major prerequisite for academic community in present ICT era because 

the skills and abilities are the main aspect that enables students to retrieve the right information 

from the right source without wasting their valuable time.Keeping in view the various 

specializations in the area, it is necessary for students to be equipped with Information Literacy 

competencies that can help them to effectively search, locate, evaluate, and use the required 

information. Therefore, it is crucially being recommended that user oriented IL programme 

should be organized regularly and the issues like how to retrieve information from the printed 

and electronic sources, various search strategies, use and advantage of keywords and Boolean 

operator should be address properly. Evaluation of electronic resources may be added in the 

information literacy program of the library. It is also remarkable that library resources, services, 

facilities and library personnel are inseparable in the process of organizing information literacy 

programs. 
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